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E d i t o r s ' I n t r o d u ct i o n

During the past several years the Karl Jaspers Society of North America (KJSNA) has been
celebrating the recently published works of its members and first-books by junior scholars by
way of book review panels at the annual meetings of the American Philosophical Association,
the proceedings of these sessions being published in Existenz 6/1, 6/2, 7/1, and now 7/2. The
book sessions for the reviews in this current volume took place in Washington DC (2011) and
Seattle (2012), and they have special significance for me since they are about the first books of
my former students, Alina N. Feld and Tomoko Iwasawa. Alina has taught at Hofstra University
and presently is the interim director of the Global Studies Program of Long Island University in
Bangelore, India. Tomoko Iwasawa is Associate Professor of Comparative Religons at Reitaku
University in Tokyo, Japan, and serves as the executive director of the International Shinto
Studies Association (ISSA). These remarkable young teachers/scholars are among the very best
graduate students I have been privileged to instruct during my 40+ years career of service at
Boston University, and I am honored to preview their work in this Foreword.
Tomoko's Tama in Japanese Myth is considered by her critics a "breakthrough" study in the
field of Japanese religion and literature, being the first to incorporate Continental hermeneutics
(especially the work of Paul Ricoeur, Hans-Georg Gadamer, and Karl Jaspers) as a primary
methodological means of interpreting classic Japanese texts, such as the Kojiki, a foundational
source of influence in the formation of the Japanese religious and philosophical consciousness.
Her argument convincingly establishes the symbolism of tama as being of equal or even greater
influence than kami in this development; and it is an argument with great social and political
implication in contemporary Japanese cultural studies.
Alina's book impressively displays her talents as a master of the history of Christian
philosophy and theology (whether Catholic or Orthodox). Her expertise in European languages,
both ancient and modern, provides her with the basis of substantive access to contemporary
movements in literary criticism and continental philosophy, especially French phenomenology,
deconstruction theory, and the apocalyptic themes and insights in the radical theology of Thomas
J.J. Altizer, with whom she worked while completing a masters in comparative literature at
SUNY/Stony Brook. As her critics and commentators point out, Melancholia and the Otherness of
God, not only resurrects the meaning of acedia as one of the lost "seven deadly sins" but does so in
a manner that reconnects it compellingly with the abundant but often superficial contemporary
literature on boredom and depression and that it also suggests possible strategies, as one of her
critics, Michael Raposa suggests, for this perplexing condition.
David P. Nichols presented his essay at the APA meeting in Seattle (2012) in a second session
organized by KJSNA along with three critical reviews of his thesis on the influence of apopathic
mysticism on existentialist philosophers, notably Jaspers, Sartre, and Heidegger. This volume
closes with an essay by psychologist Troy Bruner who reviews Paul Bruckner's work on guilt
consciousness in relation to the concept of collective guilt as discussed by Karl Jaspers and Viktor
Frankl.
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Mission Statement

The mission of Existenz is to encourage research and publication on problems and topics consistent
with the general overview of Karl Jaspers, namely, the history of philosophy, phenomenology,
existentialism, and hermeneutics; psychology, philosophy of religion, politics, culture, and the
arts. This journal serves as a publication outlet for various international Jaspers societies, including
those in the United States, Germany, Austria, Great Britain, Russia, and Japan, and also considers
direct submissions of articles for online publication. Existenz is indexed in The Philosopher's Index.
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